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Hotter Shoes designs special edition RHS and Platinum Jubilee shoes in 

preparation for expected Spring sales uplift 

 

Leading footwear brand Hotter Shoes, an Unbound Group plc company, is manufacturing 7,015 pairs 

of limited edition RHS and Platinum Jubilee shoes this Spring as it anticipates a surge in demand for 

comfort footwear. 

 

Hotter has teamed up with leading gardening charity RHS for a third year running, building on its 

successful partnerships in previous years, and has created two exclusive RHS designs. The two 

patterns were created by UK designer Camilla Andrews, using a selection of illustrations from the 

extensive RHS Lindley Collections of more than 25,000 botanical images. A total of 5,805 pairs have 

been manufactured at Hotter’s Skelmersdale factory. 

 

Continuing the royal theme, Hotter is also launching a Platinum Jubilee collection to celebrate the 

Queen’s seventy years of service in June. Its leading product design team has created two unique shoe 

designs to mark the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee, with 1,210 being manufactured.  

 

It follows a busy start to 2022 for Hotter and its owner Unbound Group plc, which listed on AIM in 

January. Unbound Group plc continues to develop Hotter’s partnership strategy and in February, 

launched a successful partnership between Hotter and M&S to sell selected Hotter products on the 

‘Brands at M&S’ platform. 

 

Both limited edition collections, including one sandal and three Deck shoe designs, are being launched 

as the UK’s Spring staycation season gets underway – kicked off by the first restriction-free Easter 

weekend in two years and bolstered by the upcoming Jubilee Bank Holiday weekend.  

 

Sarah Davies, Chief Product Officer at Unbound, said: 

 

“It’s a fabulous time of year for our customers to meet up and explore the UK with their friends and 

family. We’re expecting an upsurge in demand as people mark these memorable moments outdoors 

together, and so we wanted to create collections which are unique, modern and bespoke to reflect a 

celebratory time of year.”  

 

Shereen Llewellin, Licensing Executive at the RHS, commented: 

 

“Hotter is a brand that, like us, supports British design and development and we are delighted to have 

partnered with them in creating two exclusive designs which capture the optimism of a Spring spent 

outdoors.” 

 

The Platinum Jubilee shoes will be available from May while the RHS styles are set to go on sale this 

month. All are available to buy at hotter.com and in stores nationwide.  
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Notes to Editors  

Unbound Group plc 

Unbound Group plc is the parent company for a group selling a range of brands focused on the 55+ demographic. 
Unbound Group will build on the solid foundation of Hotter Shoes, its current main business, to grow value through 
its curated, multi-brand retail platform, all while supporting the active lifestyles of the 55+ demographic through a 
broad range of products and services. Unbound Group’s offering expands beyond footwear and will feature third-
party complementary brands alongside new Unbound Group brands, as well as Hotter. 

Hotter Shoes – an Unbound Group Company 

Hotter is one of the UK’s leading specialist footwear brands, selling over 1.4 million pairs of shoes per year. Hotter 
footwear has an uncompromising focus on ‘customised comfort’ and the perfect fit through the use of its 
differentiating technology, including its e-commerce platform, 3D foot-scanning machine and augmented reality 
app which enables the consumer to try products virtually from home. Hotter has been transformed from a retail to 
a digitally led, omni-channel business over the past 3 years, and sells its footwear globally to over 4 million 
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customers online via its direct mail order channel, targeted 17 Technology Centres and 7 garden centre 
concessions in the UK. Digital partnerships have been established with several online retailers including Next, John 
Lewis, The Very Group and M&S. Hotter has a clearly defined, large and growing target demographic, and now 
reaches 29% of the female population in the UK over the age of 55. 

About the RHS 

The Royal Horticultural Society (RHS) was founded in 1804 and is the UK’s largest gardening charity.  

 

The RHS vision is to enrich everyone’s life through plants, and make the UK a greener and more beautiful place 

via its inspirational gardens and shows, science research and advisory, extensive library collections and far-

reaching education and community programmes. With over 600,000 members the RHS also shares its horticultural 

knowledge and expertise with millions of people every year through its website and publications.  

 

In 2021, the RHS launched its Sustainability Strategy, committing to be net positive for nature and people by 2030. 

The supporting RHS Planet-Friendly Gardening Campaign will continue to harness the power of the UK’s 30 million 

gardeners to help tackle the climate and biodiversity crisis.  

 

The RHS is solely funded by its members, visitors and supporters. 

 

RHS Registered Charity No. 222879/SC038262” 

 


